2017 Annual Report
Coming Home to Abraham’s Knees
2017 marked Vermont Family Forest’s twenty-first year of putting
forest health first. One of the most thrilling happenings of VFF’s
past year was the acquisition of a diverse 53.2-acre forest
ecosystem and wetland complex located on James Road in
Lincoln.
Beginning in the Beaver Meadows wetland just west of James
Road, and after crossing a
series of gentle benches and
steep slopes, the land reaches
elevation of 1820 feet on the
west side of Mt Abraham. Part
gift and part purchase from
Willy and Lynn Osborn, the land
was named Abraham’s Knees
by Willy’s mom shortly after
Willy purchased the land in the
1970s.
Close examination of the 1941
aerial photo of Abraham’s
Knees reveals the tidy tracks of
fresh hay baling in what is now
the large wetland complex in
the western quarter, as well as
a wide-open pasture to the east
of James Road. Not until the steep slopes farther up Mount
Abraham did the dark, deep crowns of northern hardwood
dominants cover the land.
Today, with the exception of the wetland complex, Abraham’s
Knees is almost entirely forested. The pasturelands have become
red maple-dominated hardwood forests. The deep-crowned
hardwoods are slowly giving way to a mix of shade-tolerant
American beech, sugar maple, and red spruce. Though we are
only just getting to know and appreciate Abraham’s Knees, we are
very aware that the forest has been very actively used and, in

some places, abused over the past two hundred years. Stone walls
mark portions of the southern and northern boundaries. Interior
stone walls and piles in the lower elevation show where the land
was once intensively cropped.
In the northeast corner, rusted remnants of a 6’ by 14’ maple
sugaring arch lie near the convergence of steep, deeply eroded,
sap haul roads. Nearby, stone
embankments flank a loop trail
where the oxen-pulled sap sled
dropped its load before heading
back up the mountain.
As we begin our tenure of
Abraham’s Knees, we have in mind
Marshall Rosenberg’s non-violent
communications strategy for
cultivating a spirit-based
relationship with the land.
We are also inspired by
Christopher Alexander’s
recognition of it is “the procedural
environment of processes which
allows self-awareness to arise, and
freedom to exist.” John Dewey
calls it “application.” We think of it
as hands- and hearts-on learning.
We are excited about all of the prospects. As called for by Aldo
Leopold, we look forward to cultivating an intense consciousness
of Abraham’s Knees first as a sentient forest ecosystem. And, as
inspired by Johanna Macey, we hope to gain insights into what it is
to see “Forest as Lover” and “Forest as Self.” Please join us.
May the Abraham’s Knees Forest Be With You!

VFF’s Forests of Home
Abraham’s Knees
2017 ended on a soaring note for Vermont Family Forests. On December 28, we assumed ownership of 53.2-acres of wetlands and forest
in Lincoln known as Abraham’s Knees (See David’s story on page 1). We are honored and excited to hold this land in the headwaters of
the watersheds of home. Springs emerge from the mountainside here, flow in veins across the land and continue on to become part of
the New Haven River.
We imagine this land as a place to practice wholistic, adaptive, forest-centered
conservation. A place to explore mutually beneficial relationship with the forest
through careful, contemplative, hands-on work with the land. A place to walk
the talk of VFF’s organic forest conservation practices.

Imagine the patter of sap in metal buckets as community members walk quietly among the sugar maples. Each bucket tells an intimate story of how the
tree is responding to the urging of springtime. Arms strain as they carry sap in
5-gallon pails to the sugaring arch. Feet feel the awakening earth underfoot.
Steam rises from the arch, and kinship rises from the gift of good work, good
company, and gratitude to the forest. That’s part of our emerging vision for
Abraham’s Knees.

Anderson Lands
VFF’s three Anderson parcels, totaling 710 acres, lie in relatively close proximity to Abraham’s Knees in the town of Lincoln. Their role
within VFF’s overarching mission is different from and complementary to that of Abraham’s Knees. Conserved by Lester and Monique
Anderson as “forever wild” with easements held by the Northeast Wilderness Trust, the Anderson land is a place where the forest is
left to its own processes—growing, building resilience, and responding to changing conditions—in other words, rewilding.
Lester Anderson carefully crafted the easement language, noting that the easement
would “… preserve and restore the Forever Wild character of the protected property in a
natural condition with minimal interference by humans in order to conserve plant and
wildlife habitat and biological diversity, native flora and fauna, and the environments
and ecological processes that support them … and to contribute to the conservation of
forest ecosystems and other natural resources through planning, land acquisition,
conservation, and stewardship.”
The easement limits human access to the Anderson forestlands to researchers and
hunters. While wolves and mountain lions were once the top predators in Vermont
forests, hunters now fill that ecologically critical niche. In 2017, 25 hunters asked for and
received permission to hunt on VFF’s Anderson lands. We surveyed hunters about their
hunting experiences, and heard back from many of them during 2017.
A wildlife camera captured this black bear on the
Guthrie-Bancroft land. Responding to the follow-up
survey we sent to the hunters who requested
permission to hunt the Anderson lands, one hunter
noted that, on opening day at Guthrie-Bancroft, she
saw four deer, a black bear, a mouse, an owl, a
weasel, and a porcupine!

The Anderson Guthrie-Bancroft land, where the hunting occurs, is the largest and wildest
of the Anderson parcels, and it’s where the lion’s share of the ecological research occurs.
This year, we discontinued mowing paths through the fields as Monique had done for so
many years. To avoid disturbing ground-nesting birds while maintaining field habitat, we
mow the meadows after August 15, and we leave the portions where milkweed grows
until at least September 15 to protect monarch butterflies.
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Anderson Homestead Restorations
In 2017, we continued to tend and restore the homesteads on the lands bequeathed to
Vermont Family Forests by Lester and Monique Anderson. At the Anderson Fred Pierce Place
on Colby Hill Road, we finished the exterior restoration of the circa-1830 farmhouse,
maintaining its historic lines and character while removing rot, replacing windows and
clapboards, restoring the old hearth, adding new chimney liners, installing a woodstove, and
otherwise preparing it to weather its next 200 years. We also restored the garage, extending
its eves, re-roofing it, and coating its exterior with a Vermont-made, whey-based aging stain.
At the Anderson Wells Farm on Quaker Street, we replaced split and rotted clapboards on
more than half the farmhouse and applied the same whey-based aging stain to the restored
clapboards. We’ll complete the exterior farmhouse restoration in 2018. In one of the most
delicious projects of the year, we built an earth oven by the vegetable gardens, which cooked
some mighty fine pizzas during two community gatherings.
In the shorter, crisp days of autumn, we pressed and froze upwards of 100 half-gallon
containers of cider from the Wells Farm orchard. We also put by bumper crops of garlic and
blueberries, as well as raspberries, onions, tomatoes, and squash, which have fed and
flavored several VFF events.
It’s all part of the process of working with hands, head, and heart to tend to these lands with
care and love. The buildings at Wells Farm will support small-scale, hands-on education in the
practice of mutually beneficial relationship with the forest and with one another. The
buildings on the Fred Pierce Place will support quiet retreat and contemplation.

Meeting the Neighbors
Twenty-five neighboring parcels adjoin the three VFF Anderson parcels. Since Vermont Family
Forests had recently joined the neighborhood through its acquisition of the Anderson lands,
we wanted to reach out to neighboring landowners, and what better way to do that than
with good food and music? We invited our neighbors to join us for our 7 th annual Woodwinds
in the Middle Barn event, featuring Linda Rodd, Maeve Kim, Beth London, and Susan Reit de
Salas playing beautiful baroque harmonies on the
Andersons’ Coolsma and Dolmetsch recorders. The
event also featured our Mother Earth oven,
completed just three days earlier. The pizzas were
delicious, topped with sautéed garlic scapes and basil
from the garden nearby.
“Life asks us to participate—to watch, to learn, and
to create. To be either artist or craftsman is no more
and no less than it is to be human: to engage hands,
head and heart in the genesis of form and relationship; to celebrate and renew self and world; to be
whole and wholly involved; to offer communion and
to build community; or just to make a mud oven so
you can bake your own bread.”
–Kiko Denzer, Build Your Own Earth Oven
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Colby Hill Ecological Project
Since 1998, an on-going ecological inventory and monitoring study has taken place on
VFF’s Anderson lands. The Andersons funded the research in perpetuity, so scientists will
continue to gather data on the plants, wildlife, weather, and overarching ecology of these
lands. In 2017, the CHEP research team, led by Dr. Marc Lapin, completed its 19 th season
of observing forest ecosystem function and biodiversity on the Andersons lands. Many of
their research reports are available on the VFF website. Their observations and insights
help us understand how a forest naturally rewilds itself over time.

Family Ecoforestry
In our office, a wall of shelving holds more than 160 green 3-ring binders—one for each of the family forest owners we work with in and
around Addison County. Collectively, the binders represent more than 10,000 acres of private forest land. Most landowners come to us
needing a management plan to satisfy the requirements of Vermont’s Current Use Program. We aim to give them much more than that.
Our conservation forester, Kathleen Stutzman, walks and talks with each landowner, learning about their aspirations for the forest and
learning about the forest community itself. She then develops a Forest Conservation Plan that melds these aspirations and forest
characteristics with VFF’s forest-centered approach to conservation. Callie Brynn, our conservation mapper, creates a beautiful map that
accompanies each conservation plan.
In 2017, Kathleen wrote and updated 21 VFF Forest Conservation Plans
for Vermont’s Current Use Program. She also marked pre-commercial
and commercial forest treatments/harvests; marked wildlife habitat
improvement cuts; worked with landowners and NRCS for precommercial and improvement work such as crop tree release, timber
stand improvement, and access network improvement/close out. She
re-painted several miles of boundaries, created tree planting plans, and
worked with forester David Birdsall to locate and mark the boundary at
VFF’s Tinmouth property.
Last summer, VFF landowner Sarah Laird generously donated to VFF
2000 board feet of red spruce logs harvested from her forest. Hal
Jenkins brought his portable sawmill to her forest, beautifully milled
the logs, and delivered the milled boards to the Anderson Wells Farm,
where they are air-drying. We’ll use the spruce to restore the barns
there.
VFF Conservation Forester Kathleen Stutzman limbs one of the many trees blown down in the late-October windstorm at
the Anderson Wells Farm. “Buck,” our small forwarding arch, waits in the background to carry the log to the forest,
where it will return to the soil and help slow, spread, and sink the flow of rainfall and snowmelt.

The Rewilding Winds of Autumn
October 29, 2017, brought wild winds to Vermont. The storm uprooted scores of trees on VFF’s Anderson lands and at the Waterworks
property in Bristol, and we heard from many of our landowners about the many trees down in their forests. Wind is the primary agent
of disturbance in northeastern forests, and the tip-ups and fallen limbs it leaves behind provide plenty of benefits to the forest
community—helping retain moisture, return nutrients to the soil, create new nesting habitat and cover for critters, and in general nudge
along the process of rewilding.
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First Annual VFF Landowner Gathering
In October, we held our first annual VFF landowner gathering at the Anderson Wells Farm. VFF friend, landowner, and emeritus board member
John Elder and his brother Lyn sweetened the afternoon with music. We
shared the results of our landowner survey and talked together about
ideas for making small-scale, light-on-the-land forestry equipment more
accessible. We capped the celebration with apple cider from the Wells
Farm orchard and homemade pizzas cooked in the Mother Earth oven
and topped with the garden’s harvest.

The beautiful harmonies of John and Lyn Elder
warm the Middle Barn at the Anderson Wells Farm
during VFF’s first annual landowner gathering.

Collaboration and Cross-pollination
At the Waterworks
Collaboration builds bridges, and last spring, a beautiful bridge emerged as David Brynn worked with UVM graduate student Kristen
Andrews and a team of UVM students enrolled in NR 206, Environmental Problem Solving. Their aim was to address on-going erosion at
a stream crossing on a popular hiking trail at the Waterworks property in Bristol, but the process involved far more than problemsolving. Through journaling, readings, conversation, and time in the forest, the students explored the nature of our relationship with the
natural world, and what it looks and feels like to interact with the forest with a spirit of reciprocity and gratitude.
Students first met the white cedar trees at the north end of
Norton Brook Reservoir that could yield rot-resistant wood for
a bridge. After David cut and limbed the trees, they used VFF’s
muscle-powered log-forwarding arch to haul two 13-inch
diameter, 26.5’-long logs from the north end of the Norton
Brook Reservoir to the bridge site. Students were moved by
and proud of their work—an enduring gift to the community.
Just a day after the students completed the bridge, they
inaugurated it with community members at VFF’s annual
Beltane Celebration at the Waterworks.
VFF also helped The Watershed Center clarify the eastern
boundary of the Waterworks property, discovering 6-7 acres
that The Watershed Center didn’t realize it owned, including a
one-acre meadow.
As we have for many years, we led our semi-annual Game of
Logging workshops at the Waterworks. The trees felled during
the workshops are left on-site to help slow, spread, and sink
rainfall and snowmelt, add downed log habitat, and cycle soil
nutrients—all part of the conservation plan for the property.
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Collaboration and Cross-pollination, continued
Aboard the Lois McClure
Sandra Murphy joined the Lake Champlain Maritime Museum crew
aboard the Lois McClure during its cruise from Burlington to Buffalo
and back, along the Erie Canal system. The theme of the 2017
voyage was Woodlands to Waterways, acknowledging the extent of
the connections between the forests of Vermont and New York and
the history and legacy of the canal system. The Lois McClure carried
white oak and white pine seedlings along its route and donated
them to communities interested in planting them as a means of
expressing gratitude to the forests and symbolizing an intention of
reciprocity and care.

Vermont Master Naturalist Program
Under the inspired leadership of Alicia Daniel, the Vermont Master Naturalist Program trains teams of naturalists in the art of “reading”
their home landscape by observing its natural history. VMNP began in Burlington in 2016 and is expanding in towns across the
Champlain Valley. In 2017, Alicia and local community members met at VFF’s Anderson Wells Farm to explore the idea of launching a
Vermont Master Naturalist Program in Bristol in 2018-19. VFF will be a proud co-sponsor of that effort.

Community Visioning and Celebration
VFF also took part in meetings of the Vermont Association of Conservation Commissions and the Friends of Mad River. At the Friends of
Mad River’s Community Forum, "Climate of Change," David Brynn presented VFF’s 12 Key Forest Access Network Practices and 16 Key
Forest Vegetation Practices for conserving forest ecosystem health, flood resilience, and water quality in a rapidly changing climate.

Workshops
Game of Logging. In 2017, VFF once again offered spring and
fall sessions of the outstanding Game of Logging chainsaw training
program. Forty-six community members took part in the training,
completing one or more levels of the course, building skills in safe
and efficient tree felling.

Hogback Community College. Our 2017 offerings included
Soils of the Hogback Ecoregion and Tree Identification in the
Champlain Basin. We received accreditation for our forest soils
course, allowing participants to earn continuing education credits
toward relicensing.

From Forest to Firebox. Mount Abraham Union High School
held a school-wide Safety Fair last spring, and VFF took part.
Through demonstration and hands-on activities, students learned
the process of safely felling a tree, moving logs with a forwarding
arch, and splitting kindling. Students tried out our new, super-safe
kindling splitter.
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Financial Report
January 1 – December 31, 2017
Income ($380,553)
Grant
Administration
$2,250

Other
$1,162

Donations
$3,771

Expenses ($320,411)

Ecological Forestry
$40,149
Education
$18,515
Grants
$314,706

Propert y
Stewardship
$31,139

Administration
& Overhead
$63,067

Donations
$1,600

Program Expenses
$9,501

Contracted
Services
$75,925

Payroll
$139,179

Board of Directors
After 21 years of service to the VFF board of directors (yes, really!), John Elder retired in 2017, though he remains a beloved emeritus
director. His wisdom, vision, generosity of spirit, and gentle humor nurtured VFF from the seed of its earliest manifestation. We are so
deeply grateful.
Two outstanding individuals joined our board in 2017. Bristol resident Caitlin Cusack knows
VFF from the inside, having worked with us as conservation forester. She now works as
forester and regional stewardship manager for the Vermont Land Trust and brings her deep
knowledge and passion for forest conservation to VFF’s board. We’re also delighted to
welcome Scott Hamshaw, also of Bristol, to the board. Scott’s postdoctoral work at the
University of Vermont focuses on sediment transport in river systems, a passion and
knowledge-base we’re thrilled to tap into. Welcome Caitlin and Scott.
And last but surely not least, boundless gratitude to directors Paul Ralston, Jonathan
Corcoran, Deb Brighton, and Chris Klyza—they too have gone the longest mile.

John Elder has been part of the heart and soul of Vermont Family Forests
since its beginning back in 1995. Among many other contributions, he
taught our very first Hogback Community College course, Frost in the Forest back in 2011, along with many other writing workshops, public readings, and poetry discussions.
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Gratitude to Forest Friends
Individuals
Jim Andrews
Kristen Andrews
Anonymous
Jason and Nina Bacon
Susan Borg
Deb Brighton
David and Louise Brynn
Peter Carothers
Bruce and Holly Catlin
Allen Clark
John Clark and Nancy Cornell
Richard Czaplinski
Bunny Daubner
Don and Marty Dewees
Louis duPont and Ellen Spring
John Elder
Lyn Elder
Steve and Katherine Eustis
Richard Faesy
Growald Family Fund
Bill Jesdale and Lyn Littler
Chris Johnson
Mark Johnson and Elaine Marie Viens
Tom Kenyon

Melanie Kessler
Mike Kessler
Barry and Warren King
Sarah Laird
Mark Lapin
Christopher and Jean McCandless
Karen and Ron McEachen
Susan Morse
Alexandra Murphy
Willy and Lynn Osborn
Barbara Otsuka
Eric Palola and Shelly McSweeney
Kinny Perot
John Peters and Hillary Gade
Doug Reaves
Susan Schaefer
Sho Farm
Susan Smiley
Cindy Sprague
Dick Thodal
Stephen Trombulak
Preston and Christine Turner
Jackie Tuxill

Partners
Anderson Family Trust
Bristol Conservation Commission
Coca-Cola Matching Gifts
Colby Hill Fund
Forest and Field Club
International Business Machines
Kimball Office Services, Inc.
Lake Champlain Maritime Museum
Lewis Creek Association
Lincoln Library
Lintilhac Foundation
Little Hogback Community Forest
Mad River Partnership
Middlebury College
Mount Abraham Union High School
Northeast Organic Farming Association
Northeast Wilderness Trust
Northeast Woodland Training

Shoreham Carpentry Company
Silloway Computer Services
South Mountain Research and Hydrology
The Watershed Center
Town of Bristol
Town of Lincoln
United Way of Addison County
University of Vermont Extension
VT Assoc. of Conservation Commissions
Vermont Community Foundation
Vermont Coverts
Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife
VT Dept. of Forests, Parks & Recreation
Vermont Land Trust
Vermont Master Naturalists
VT Reptile & Amphibian Atlas Project
Wells Mountain, LLC
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Vermont Family Forests’ mission is to
observe, understand, and preserve forest
ecosystem health; practice forest-centered
conservation that is holistic and
adaptive; support careful management of
local family forests for ecological,
economic, and social benefits; and foster a
forest culture focused on community wellbeing, ecological resilience, and the quest
of an optimal land ethic.

Staff
Callie Brynn, Conservation Mapping
Specialist
David Brynn, Executive Director and
Conservation Forester
Sandra Murphy, Forest Community
Outreach and Rewilding
Dechen Rheault, Homestead Caretaker
Kathleen Stutzman, Conservation Forester
Associates
Jim Andrews, Research Associate
Greg Borah, Research Associate
Barry King, Research Associate
Warren King, Research Associate
Marc Lapin, CHEP Project Manager and
Research Associate
Nick Tepper, Research Associate
Kristen Underwood, Research Associate
Board of Directors
Deb Brighton
David Brynn
Jonathan Corcoran, President
Caitlin Cusack
Scott Hamshaw
Christopher Klyza
Paul Ralston

Vermont Family Forests
PO Box 254
14 School St.
Bristol VT 05443
802-453-7728
info@familyforests.org
www.familyforests.org
100% post-consumer waste, chlorine-free,
recycled paper, manufactured with biogas
energy.

